CBE Careers | Meet with The Treasury at CBE

This event does not require bookings
To attend please go to CBE Foyer, College of Business and Economics, Building 26C on the date/time specified.

Session
Tue 23 Apr 2019, 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM

Description
The Treasury Graduate Recruitment team and recent graduates will host an Information stall in the CBE Building Foyer to answer questions about The Treasury 2020 Graduate Program.

This could be your final chance to speak with staff from The Treasury before applications close for their 2020 Graduate Programs on 28 April.

Drop by the Treasury Information stand in the CBE Foyer between 1pm-3pm on Tuesday 23 April to:

- learn about The Treasury 2020 Graduate Program
- understand how your degree and skills can be applied in the work of the Department
- gain insights into the graduate recruitment and selection process

Even if you have already submitted your application for the Graduate Program this is a wonderful opportunity to make yourself known to Department staff and to gain insights that will be useful in the next stages of the recruitment and selection process.

The Treasury is looking for Australian citizen graduates with degrees across a range of disciplines, particularly economics, law, business, finance, public policy, political science and mathematics.

Come along to find out about the career opportunities that may be available to you.

About The Treasury
The Treasury is a respected and influential central economic agency. We provide authoritative advice and analysis to the Australian Government on a broad range of economic, fiscal, structural, financial and tax policy issues. We also monitor global economic conditions to make sure Australia is well placed to respond to emerging trends.

Current Job Opportunities
The Treasury 2020 Graduate Program - Applications are now open will close 29 April 2019 at 11:30pm AEST

This opportunity has been developed by the CBE Careers team for CBE students.

For more information on CBE Careers services visit: https://www.cbe.anu.edu.au/current-students/opportunities-and-careers/cbe-careers/

Other information
Phone:
02 6125 2400

Email:
careers.cbe@anu.edu.au (mailto:careers.cbe@anu.edu.au)

Organisations
Department of the Treasury - The Treasury (/students/organisations/Detail/66134)